
Possessed  
A research based on the necessity of movement. Working with the mass and 
the multitude of life. A group of people moving across the stage with one 
collective energy and direction. 

 
- The necessity of movement 
 
When we create a piece, the most important thing is the necessity of dancing 
for life. How can we reach it?  
 
It is possible to find a necessary "reverse twist" movement from one's own 
habits and blockages. The "reverse twist" is life's natural response when it is 
twisted by some outer force before it becomes distorted. All life forms in 
nature have this natural ability or instinct; only human beings have forgotten it.  
 
I am seeking for a free expression through dance, trying that the body 
becomes a limitless bridge between its inner world and the outer world. Since 
time has another value of existence during a performance, we see the 
movement of the body more in terms of energy and mass, like in quantum 
mechanics, where energy and mass can swap between one another. For me, 
in some specific movements mass can turn into energy and in some other 
movements energy can turn into mass. It is necessary here to realize that 
they are equally important and in an equal relation to each other. 
 
Creation is the necessary "reverse twist" movement for our life. Our life can 
overcome any twisted condition by the "reverse twist". These necessary 
movements become our own creations. This is the dance. The key is to create 
by all of the necessary movements that come out of our body. It is not a 
matter of self-expression, planning and producing, but the very necessity of 
inventing for life.  
 
Clear out your body, 
Normally, our daily ego believes that it is the owner and director of our body. 
When the body is moved by another power, the ego feels this as an intrusion. 
When you try to clear out your body, you may feel fear or resistance. 
It is the edge between ego and an egoless state 
Taste the edge deeply!! 
Taste the reason why your ego feels fear or resistance. 
Try to listen to what your life feels. 
If you can catch the difference between ego and life, 
you will notice that your ego doesn't like the feeling, 
but that your life enjoys being moved. 
Your life is moved by the familiar Qualia of all 
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